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Abstract
We contrast language modeling for binary response typing interfaces with the
more standard use of language models for
full sequence disambiguation in applications like speech recognition. We highlight a key issue for construction of these
language models: using Huffman coding
versus simpler binary coding tree topologies. We then introduce novel methods
for handling of selection error within the
model itself. Surprisingly, we find that the
difference between optimal Huffman coding and simpler linear coding is reduced
not only with improved language models
(which was expected and is verified) but
also with increased selection error rates.
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Introduction

Language modeling is a very important part of
a large number of applications, including speech
recognition, machine translation, optical character recognition and novel text input modalities like
T9 for mobile phones (Silfverberg et al., 2000;
Tanaka-Ishii, 2006). In all of these applications,
the role of the language model is to aid disambiguation between a set of alternative symbol
strings in the language – alternative transcriptions,
translations or intended messages. In this paper,
we focus on an application – binary response typing interfaces – that can make profitable use of
a language model, but which differs from these
other tasks in that there is no multi-symbol string
disambiguation required. Rather, the language
model is used to design an efficient binary code for
each desired symbol, to allow text input by users
whose sole mode of interaction with the computer
is some kind of binary yes/no response. This is
a very important application within the Assistive
and Augmentative Communication (AAC) com-

munity, with switches ranging from eyeblink detectors to ERP signals in a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI). This paper presents several important
issues in building language models for such a task,
in contrast to more standard sequence disambiguation uses of the language model.
One of the most widely-known AAC typing
interfaces is Dasher (Ward et al., 2002), which
uses language models and arithmetic coding to
present alternative letter targets on the screen with
size relative to their likelihood given the history. Users can type by continuous motion, such
as eye-movement, fixing their gaze on the intended letter and moving their gaze from left-toright through the interface, while their eye movements are tracked. This is an extremely effective typing interface alternative to keyboards, provided the user has sufficient motor control to perform the required systematic visual scanning. The
most severely impaired users, such as those with
locked-in syndrome (LIS), have lost the voluntary
motor control sufficient for such an interface. Relying on extensive visual scanning or complex gestural feedback from the user renders a typing interface difficult or impossible to use for the most
impaired users. Simpler interactions via braincomputer interfaces (BCI) hold much promise for
effective text communication for these most impaired users. Yet these simple interfaces have yet
to take full advantage of language models to ease
or speed typing.
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, to
introduce this as an important application with language modeling requirements quite distinct from
most language modeling applications. Second, to
illustrate that with rich language models, the difference between optimal Huffman coding and simpler coding topologies is relatively small, thus permitting much simpler interfaces (and reduced cognitive load) without much expected loss in typing
speed. Finally, we will present novel methods for

taking into account inevitable errors in the user
responses, and present simulation results at various error rates. Interestingly, the relatively small
differences between coding approaches gets even
smaller with higher error rates.
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Locked-in syndrome can result from traumatic
brain injury, such as a brain-stem stroke1 , or from
neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease).
The condition is characterized by near total paralysis, though the individuals are cognitively intact.
While vision is retained, the motor control impairments extend to eye movements. Often the only
reliable movement that can be made by an individual is a particular muscle twitch or single eye
blink, if that.
While we do not have space for a comprehensive review of AAC technologies for impaired
users, we will discuss several alternative technologies for typing with impairment. We have
already mentioned Dasher (Ward et al., 2002),
which tracks the gaze trajectory through a continuously updating interface. Another approach making use of gaze is the GazeTalk system (Hansen
et al., 2003), which presents the user with a 3×4
grid and captures which cell the user’s gaze fixates
upon. The cell layouts are configurable, but typically one cell contains a set of likely word completions; others are allocated to space and backspace;
and around half of the cells are allocated to the
most likely single character continuation of the
input string. Both Dasher and GazeTalk dynamically reconfigure the interface over time based
on language model predictions, thus requiring the
user to scan the interface to find the letter of interest. In pilot results of Hansen et al. (2003), users
produced more words per minute with a static keyboard interface than with the predictive grid interface, illustrating the impact of the cognitive overhead that goes along with this sort of scanning.
Another suggested typing interface for this impaired population is via electroencephalography
(EEG), which measures electrical activity of the
brain via unobtrusive electrodes on the scalp.
EEG-based signatures can be used to allow the
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Preliminaries and background

2.1

1

Brain stem stroke was the cause of LIS for JeanDominique Bauby, who dictated his memoir The Diving Bell
and the Butterfly via eyeblinks (Bauby, 1997).
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Figure 1: Spelling grid such as that used for the P300
speller (Farwell and Donchin, 1988). ‘ ’ denotes space.

user to manipulate an on-screen cursor, such as
rotating and advancing movements in the Berlin
brain-computer interface (Blankertz et al., 2006),
or to detect a fixation on part of the screen, such
as a BCI version of Dasher (Wills and MacKay,
2006). Alternately, event-related potentials (ERP)
can be detected in the EEG signal as a discrete binary response mechanism. The well-known P300
is a particularly promising ERP that occurs with
approximately 300 millisecond latency after presentation of the desired target stimulus. The P300
is reliable, with a quite consistent latency, and is
intact in locked-in individuals, hence has been proposed as a binary response mechanism for typing.
A key consideration for a binary response typing interface – based on the P300 or some other
binary response mechanism – is the kind of stimuli used to elicit the binary response. The best
known interface for such an approach is the 6×6
spelling grid used for the P300 Speller (Farwell
and Donchin, 1988), which is shown in Figure 1.
The user attends to the desired letter, and rows and
columns are sequentially highlighted. When the
row or column of the target letter is highlighted,
this results in a P300 ERP. Correct identification of
both row and column uniquely identifies the target
symbol. We will refer to this kind of interface as
row/column scanning. Such a spelling grid can be
used with any sort of binary response mechanism.
Note that symbols can be placed in a different
order in the spelling grid than the alphabetic order
in Figure 1, e.g., based on frequency so as to minimize keystrokes with row/column scanning. For
example, the single space character (denoted ‘ ’ in
the grid of Figure 1) is far and away the most frequent character in typed English text, hence would
best be located in the first row scanned and the first
column scanned. The placement of characters in
the grid based on unigram frequency we will term
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A ← V  initialize A as symbol set V
k←1
 initialize bit position k to 1
while |A| > 1 do
P ← {a ∈ A : a[k] = 1}
Q ← {a ∈ A : a[k] = 0}
Highlight symbols in P
if selected then A ← P
else A ← Q
k ←k+1
return a ∈ A
 Only 1 element in A

Figure 2: Algorithm for selecting symbol given binary code
‘unigram row/column scanning’, and it is a simple
way to take into account language frequency.
While the idea of using a P300 Speller for
locked-in users has been around for decades, recent attempts to use this as a typing interface for
individuals with ALS found that the many items
in the grid caused problems for these patients, because of difficulty orienting attention to specific
locations in the spelling grid (Sellers et al., 2003).
This is another illustration of the need to reduce
the cognitive overhead of such interfaces. Yet the
success of classification of ERP for target stimuli
in a simpler task for this population indicates that
the P300 is a binary response mechanism of utility
for this task (Sellers and Donchin, 2006).
2.2

Binary codes for typing interfaces

Row/column scanning, as outlined in the previous section, is not the only means by which the
spelling grid in Figure 1 can be used as a binary response typing interface. Rather than highlighting
full rows or full columns, arbitrary subsets of letters could be highlighted, and letter selection again
driven by a binary response mechanism. An algorithm to do this is as follows. Assign a unique
binary code to each symbol in the symbol set V
(letters in this case). For each symbol a ∈ V , there
are |a| bits in the code representing the letter. Let
a[k] be the k th bit of the code for symbol a. We
will assume the following about the binary codes
over the symbol set V : if k ≤ |a| and a[k] = x
for x ∈ {0, 1}, then there exists a symbol b ∈ V
such that k ≤ |b|, a[j] = b[j] for j < k, and
b[k] = 1 − x. This insures that every bit in every
symbol’s code provides information distinguishing that symbol from other symbols in the set, i.e.,
every bit is informative. Given such an assignment
of binary codes to the symbol set V , the algorithm
in Figure 2 can be used to select the intended letter
in a spelling grid such as that in Figure 1.
One key question in this paper is how to produce such a binary code, and this is where lan-

A

Figure 3: Alternative typing interface presenting one character at a time, suitable for an RSVP paradigm.

guage modeling can be included in such an interface. If we minimize the number of expected bits,
the symbol selection may be achieved much more
quickly than with the fixed row/column highlighting described in the previous section, even with
unigram based grid positions. Huffman coding
(Huffman, 1952) provides the minimal expected
bits, and is hence optimal in this respect.
Another type of binary code, which we will call
a linear code, provides a lot of flexibility in the
kind of interface that it allows, relative to the other
methods mentioned above. In this code, one symbol would have a binary code consisting of all zeros; all other symbols would have exactly one bit
set to ‘1’, and no two symbols can have a ‘1’ in
the same bit. In this binary code, each iteration
of WHILE loop in the Figure 2 algorithm would
have a set P of size 1. With such a code, the P300
spelling grid in Figure 1 would highlight exactly
one letter at a time for selection. Alternately, symbols could be presented one at a time, as in Figure
3, which would be appropriate for a rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm, where individual images are presented with relatively low
latency one at a time. Studies have shown image recognition with very short duration of presentation, as low as 50 milliseconds (Thorpe et
al., 1996), and single trial ERP detection has been
shown to be effective within an RSVP paradigm
using image latencies as low as 100 milliseconds
(Mathan et al., 2008; Gerson et al., 2005). Even
with longer presentation duration, the simplicity
of an interface that presents a single letter at a
time may reduce user fatigue, and even make typing feasible for users that cannot maintain focus
on a spelling grid. Additionally, single symbol
auditory presentation would be possible, for visually impaired individuals, something that is not
straightforwardly feasible with the sets of symbols
that must be presented when using Huffman codes.
The key question is: how much worse than optimal
Huffman coding is the linear coding?

2.3

Language modeling for typing interfaces

Much of the language modeling research within
the context of AAC has been for word completion/prediction for keystroke reduction (Darragh et
al., 1990; Li and Hirst, 2005; Trost et al., 2005;
Trnka et al., 2006; Trnka et al., 2007; van den
Bosch, 2006; Wandmacher and Antoine, 2007).
The typical scenario for this is allocating a region
of the interface to contain a set of suggested words
that complete what the user has begun typing. The
expectation is to derive a keystroke savings when
the user selects one of the alternatives rather than
typing the rest of the letters. The cognitive load
of monitoring a list of possible completions has
made the claim that this speeds typing controversial (Anson et al., 2004); yet some results have
shown this to speed typing under certain conditions (Trnka et al., 2007).
The current task is very similar to word prediction, except that the prediction interface is the
only means by which text is input. In principle,
the symbols that are being predicted (hence typed)
can be from a vocabulary that includes multiple
symbol strings such as words. However, a key requirement in a typing interface is an open vocabulary – the user should be able to type any word,
whether or not it is in some fixed vocabulary. Included in such a mechanism is the ability to repair:
delete symbols and re-type new ones. In contrast,
a word prediction component must be accompanied by some additional mechanism in place for
typing words not in the vocabulary. The current
problem is to use symbol prediction for that core
typing interface, and this paper will focus on predicting single ASCII and control characters, rather
than multiple character strings. The task is actually very similar to the well known Shannon game
(Shannon, 1950), where text is guessed one character at a time.
Character prediction is done in the Dasher and
GazeTalk interfaces, as discussed in previous sections. There is also a letter prediction component to the Sibyl/Sibylle interfaces (Schadle, 2004;
Wandmacher et al., 2008), alongside a separate
word prediction component. Interestingly, the
letter prediction component of Sibylle (Sibyletter) involves a linear scan of the letters, one at a
time in order of probability (as determined by a
5-gram character language model), rather than a
row/column scanning of the P300 speller. This
approach was based on user feedback that the

row/column scanning was a much more tiring interface than the linear scan interface (Wandmacher
et al., 2008), which is consistent with the results
discussed in the previous section on the difficulty
of ALS individuals with the P300 speller interface.
We claimed in the introduction that language
modeling for a typing interface task of this sort
is very different from standard language modeling
tasks. This is because, at each symbol in the string,
the already typed prefix string is given – there is
no ambiguity in the prefix string, modulo subsequent repairs. In contrast, in speech recognition,
machine translation, optical character recognition
or T9 style text input, the actual prefix string is not
known; rather, there is a distribution over possible
prefix strings, and a global inference procedure is
required to find the best string as a whole. For typing, once the symbol has been produced and not
repaired, the model predicting the next symbol is
given the true context. This has several important
ramifications for language modeling:
Joint versus conditional likelihood. Discriminative methods are increasingly advocated for sequence modeling (Lafferty et al., 2001; Collins,
2002) versus more common generative modeling
approaches (e.g., maximum likelihood estimation
of hidden Markov models), and this has also extended to language modeling (Roark et al., 2007).
For the current task, however, there is no global
inference begin performed over sequences, hence
(discriminative) conditional likelihood optimization is achieved for this task with standard relative
frequency estimation.
Supervised model adaptation. One important
by-product of typing is supervised adaptation data,
which is not produced in these other applications, because there is no certainty about the intended string. Modulo unrepaired errors (typos),
the string that is typed by a user is immediately
available to influence models for subsequent typing. Further, patterns of errors can be learned from
explicit repairs for improved error modeling.
No automaton structure required. Since the history of previously typed symbols is given at each
symbol, one can go arbitrarily far back in the history to retrieve relevant features, which is ideal for
approaches such as maximum entropy modeling.
Text-based simulation. Perplexity and crossentropy derived from text corpora have lost favor in recent years as evaluation measures for language modeling, due to relatively low correlation

between perplexity/entropy reduction and system
performance. This low correlation is primarily due
to the mismatch between the joint/generative objective that is optimized in perplexity/entropy reduction and the actual discriminative role that the
language model plays in sequence processing applications. As stated above, the joint versus conditional distinction is lost in this application, and as
such entropy reduction on text corpora is directly
related to model utility for the task. Further, by introducing random error, we can simulate user performance at various error levels in ways not possible for speech recognition, machine translation or
similar applications.
We do not explore all of these issues in this paper. Here we will consider n-gram language models of various orders, estimated via smoothed relative frequency estimation (see § 3.2). The principal novelty in the current approach is the principled incorporation of error probabilities into the
binary coding approaches, and the demonstration
that linear coding methods are even nearer optimal when errors are introduced than in error-free
scenarios, which was unexpected. Achieving even
better language models via, e.g., maximum entropy modeling and user adaptation in future work
will only strengthen the conclusions of the paper.

3

Methods

3.1

Corpora

We prepared two corpora for evaluation: (1)
newswire text from the New York Times portion
of the English Gigaword corpus (LDC2007T07);
and (2) email text from the Enron email dataset2 .
Both corpora were preprocessed for the current
evaluation, as detailed here. The key intent of the
pre-processing was to yield text that was actually
typed. Hence formatted tabular data, pasted signatures or bylines, automatically generated text and
meta-information were removed, as was as much
duplication as possible.
The New York Times portion of the English Gigaword corpus consists of SGML marked-up articles from the New York Times from 1994 to 2002,
totaling approximately 914 million words. Some
documents in this collection are near repeats, since
updated, extended or edited articles are included
in the collection. Most often these are included
in series, with repeated titles, allowing for trailing
2

http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/ enron/

versions to be discarded. Articles with no headline or no dateline were discarded, as were articles that were not identified as type “story”. Tabular articles, such as bestseller lists, were also discarded. All content between paragraph delimiters
were placed on a single line (single space replacing existing newline characters within the paragraph), followed by a newline. No sentence segmentation was performed.
An iterative procedure was followed to reduce
duplication in the corpus. Repeated strings of
length greater than 50 characters were extracted
and sorted by count. Some of these were due to
common article types, such as book lists, which
allowed us to determine criteria for article exclusion. Others were due to meta-data communicating editing requirements to the editors, e.g.,
“(OPTIONAL TRIM)”. Some of these signaled
the end of the article, and any material from that
point to the end of the document could be discarded. Others indicated that the article as a whole
should be discarded. Once patterns and actions
were arrived at, a new corpus was generated, and
the process was repeated, until the repeated substrings stopped yielding any substantial changes to
the normalization procedure.
For the Enron Email Dataset, we used data
from the SQL database made available by Andrew
Fiore and Jeff Heer3 , who performed an extensive
amount of duplicate removal and name normalization. Text was extracted from the “bodies” table
of the database, which corresponds to the bodies
of the email messages. Normalization was similar
to the iterative procedure for the New York Times
detailed above, in an attempt to limit the amount
of spam and mass mailings, as well as to remove
pasted signatures and attachments from the end
of emails. In contrast to the New York Times
data – which consists largely of very short paragraphs – sentence segmentation was performed on
the email data, with the newline character used as
a sentence delimiter. Again, the intent of the normalization was to have a corpus that is representative of typed text. This normalization of the email
data will be made available on-line.
3.2

Character-based language modeling

For this paper, we use character n-gram models.
Carpenter (2005) has an extensive comparison of
large scale character-based language models, and
3
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we adopt smoothing methods from that paper. It
presents a version of Witten-Bell smoothing (Witten and Bell, 1991) with an optimized hyperparameter K, which is shown to be as effective as
Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995)
for higher order n-grams (e.g., 12-grams).
For a string of symbols W , let W [i, j] be a substring beginning at the ith symbol and ending at
the j th symbol, and let Wi = W [i, i], i.e., the
ith symbol. An n-gram model is a Markov model
of order n−1, which means that it conditions the
probability of each symbol Wi on the previous
n−1 symbols W [i−n+1, i−1]. Thus a 12-gram
model conditions the probability of each symbol
Wi on the previous 11 symbols W [i−11, i−1].
The maximum likelihood estimate for these ngram probabilities is estimated by relative frequency estimation from a corpus. Let f (W [i, j])
denote the frequency of the substring W [i, j] in
the training corpus. Then
f (W [i−n+1, i])
(1)
Pml (Wi | W [i−n+1, i−1]) =
f (W [i−n+1, i−1])

These maximum likelihood models are typically recursively smoothed to lower order n-gram
models to derive the final probability estimate.
For this paper, we use model interpolation with a
smoothing parameter 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, as follows:
P(Wi | W [j, i−1]) =
λ(W [j, i−1]) Pml (Wi | W [j, i−1]) +
(1 − λ(W [j, i−1])) P(Wi | W [j+1, i−1]) (2)

where λ(W [j, i]) is estimated using the version
of Witten-Bell smoothing with hyperparameter K
from Carpenter (2005), as follows:
λ(W [j, i]) =

f (W [j, i])
(3)
f (W [j, i]) + K · |{w : f (W [j, i]w) > 0}|

The second term in the denominator of Equation
3 is the hyperparameter K times the size of the
set of words that are observed following the string
W [j, i] at least once in the corpus.
To end the smoothing recursion, we smooth the
unigram model (Markov order 0) with a uniform
distribution, so that all symbols have probabilities.
3.3

Binary codes

Given the string input so far, we can use a
smoothed character n-gram language model to assign probabilities to all symbols in the symbol set
V . After sorting the set in order of decreasing
probability, we can use these probabilities to build
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Figure 4: Two binary trees for encoding letters based on
letter probabilities: (1) Huffman coding; and (2) Linear coding via a right-branching tree (right-linear). Expected bits are
2.55 for Huffman coding and 2.89 for linear coding.

binary coding trees for the set. Hence the binary
code assigned to each symbol in the symbol set
differs depending on what has been typed before.
Figure 4 shows two different binary trees, which
yield different binary codes for six letters in a simple, artificial example. Huffman coding (Huffman,
1952) builds a binary tree that minimizes the expected number of bits according to the provided
distribution. There is a linear complexity algorithm for building this tree given a list of items
sorted by descending probability. We used an update to this approach from Perelmouter and Birbaumer (2000) that accounts for any probability of
error in following a branch of the tree, and builds
the optimal coding tree even when there is nonzero probability of taking a branch in error. Linear
coding builds a simple right-linear tree that preserves the sorted order of the set, putting higher
probability symbols closer to the root of the tree,
thus obtaining shorter binary codes. Linear coding
can never produce codes with fewer expected bits
than Huffman coding, though the linear code may
reach the minimum under certain conditions. The
resulting codes can be used for a typing interface,
using the algorithm presented in Figure 2.
3.4

Simulating and modeling errors

We simulated random errors as follows. At each
character in the test corpus, if the current bit of
the target character is x ∈ {0, 1} then, for some
parameter p, we choose the correct bit with probability p (using a random number generator); and
we choose the incorrect bit with probability 1−p.

If a selection leads to a single symbol, then that
symbol is typed. Otherwise, if a selection leads to
a set with more than one symbol, all symbol probabilities (even those not in the selected set) are updated based on the error probability and scanning
continues. If a non-target (incorrect) symbol is selected, the DEL (delete) symbol must be chosen
to correct the error, after which the typing interface returns to the previous position. Three key
questions must be answered in such an approach:
(1) how are symbol probabilities updated after a
keystroke, to reflect the probability of error? (2)
how is the probability of DEL estimated? and (3)
when the typing interface returns to the previous
position, where does it pick up the scanning? In
this section we answer all three questions.
Consider the Huffman coding tree in Figure 4.
If the left-branch (‘1’) is selected by the user, the
probability that it was intended is p versus an error
with probability 1−p. If the original probability of
a symbol is q, then the updated probability of the
symbol is pq if it starts with a ‘1’ and (1−p)q if
it starts with a ‘0’. After updating the scores and
re-normalizing over the whole set, we can build
a new binary coding tree. The user then selects
a branch at the root of the new tree. A symbol
is finally selected when the user selects a branch
leading to a single symbol.
The probability of requiring the delete (DEL)
character can be calculated directly from the probability of keystroke error – in fact, the probability of DEL is exactly the probability of error 1−p.
To understand why this is the case, consider that
a non-target (incorrect) symbol can be chosen according to the approach in the previous paragraph
only with a final keystroke error. Any keystroke
error that does not select a single symbol does not
eliminate the target symbol, it merely re-adjusts
the target symbol’s probability along with all other
symbols. Hence, no matter how many keystrokes
have been made, the probability that a selected
symbol was not the target symbol is simply the
probability that the last keystroke was in error.
Hence the probability of DEL is simply 1−p.
Finally, if DEL is selected, the previous position
is revisited, and the probabilities are updated from
the last ranking at that position by reducing the
probability of the deleted symbol to (effectively)
zero and re-normalizing the rest of the symbols.
Hence, we pick up processing as though the selected symbol was not selected, with the additional

action of reducing the probability of the selected
symbol to effectively zero.
3.5

Model building parameterizations

From the normalized data described in 3.1, we extracted disjoint training sets and testing sets. To
decide on model building parameterizations, we
used a small (approximately 100k characters) development set. For the New York Times data, we
extracted training sets of (approximate) size 6, 21,
42, 128 and 256 million characters. These were
extracted from the beginning of the large corpus;
test and dev sets from the end of the large corpus. We found very little change in performance
from 42 to 256 million characters on the development set, hence the reported results are for the 42
million character training set. Our best performing hyper-parameter for the Witten-Bell smoothing (see Section 3.2) was K = 15, which is comparable to optimal settings found by Carpenter
(2005) for 12-grams. The New York Times test
set had approximately 237 thousand characters.
The Enron set was considerably smaller, and we
used all of the available data as training after removing approximately 213 thousand characters as
a test set. The resulting training set contained approximately 35 million characters.
We construct our models by processing each
string in the corpus separately, then integrating the
resulting structures (suffix trees) into the overall
count structure and incrementing counts. This approach enabled us to efficiently capture character
n-grams of length up to the length of the string.
Our specific approach was as follows: for each
string in the training data, we built the suffix tree
for that string, i.e., the data structure that represents all suffixes of that string. We used the Ukkonen (1995) on-line linear complexity algorithm, as
presented in Gusfield (1997). We then took the
weighted union of these individual string suffix
trees, such that each state and arc in the resulting union contained the count of the corresponding character n-gram across all sentences. These
counts were then used to estimate the smoothed
n-gram language models, as presented in Section
3.2. For some trials, a maximum length for the suffixes was established, and all suffixes in the tree of
length longer than the maximum were truncated to
the maximum length.
Our symbol set was of size 100, including the
96 ASCII characters above 31 (including the DEL
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Huffman versus linear coding

The first set of results are presented in Figure
5. On the y-axis, these bar graphs show the
number of bits per character (which correspond
to keystrokes per character in our typing interface) required to type the test corpus, when given
a model of a particular n-gram order trained on
the training corpus. The x-axis is the suffix tree
truncation parameter described in the last section,
which dictates the maximum n-gram order of the
model. We show results with both linear codes and
Huffman codes under three conditions: trained
and tested on the New York Times; trained and
tested on the Enron Email Dataset; and trained
on NYT and tested on Enron. In addition, we
provide a baseline (dashed-line) of the unigram
row/column scanning approach, whereby the symbol positions in the spelling grid are determined by
unigram probability.
As can be seen with these plots, the number of
bits (keystrokes) per character required with the
linear coding is much more than with Huffman
coding when the order of the n-gram model is low;
but the difference between the two coding methods is small (less than 1 bit for top two bar graphs)
when the order of the n-gram model reaches 1015 and beyond. Both approaches yield substantial improvements over unigram row/column scanning. In the third graph in Figure 5. This result
shows the performance with out-of-domain training (New York Times training for Enron test), the
difference between the two coding approaches is
just under two bits per character for the higher order n-gram models, which also illustrates the basic point of these results: the better the language
model, the less the difference between Huffman
coding and linear coding. Given the availability
of supervised adaptation data as a byproduct of
typing, this bodes well for the efficiency of linear scanning interfaces (such as RSVP discussed
in Section 2.2) versus spelling grids. The loss in
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symbol) plus tab, newline, end-of-file, and a reserved character for anything falling outside of the
symbol set. Because the language models were
smoothed to a uniform distribution, all symbols received a non-zero probability, even if unobserved
in the training set. With non-zero probabilities of
errors, we estimated the probability of the DEL
symbol with procedures presented in Section 3.4.
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Figure 5: Bits per character for Huffman and Linear coding
for various n-gram orders of the character-based LM when
training and testing on the New York Times or Enron Email
Dataset; also baseline unigram row/column scanning.

expected keystrokes per character is less than one.
4.2

Dealing with Errors in the input

The second set of results in Figure 6 demonstrates
the effect of error on the number of keystrokes per
character required to type the test set under our
three training/testing conditions for our two coding approaches. We simulate errors according to
the procedures presented in Section 3.4. On the
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Figure 6: Keystrokes (bits) per character with varying probabilities of error on the New York Times or Enron Email
datasets. N-gram order is 15 for these trials.

y-axes of the graphs in Figure 6 are the number
of keystrokes per character, and on the x-axis are
the probabilities of error, up to 30 percent4 . For
these trials, we used 15-grams, which was shown
4
For single trial ERP detection, there will be some level
of classification error. For example, the results in Sellers and
Donchin (2006) achieved ERP classification accuracies in the
73-97 percent range for non-ALS subjects, and in the 61-80
percent range for ALS subjects. Together with random user
errors, an overall error rate of 30% is not unexpected.

in the previous trials to represent converged performance in the absence of errors. We omit the
unigram row/column scanning baseline from the
plot, since its performance degraded to more than
6 keystrokes per character by the relatively low
error rates of two percent, en route to tens of
keystrokes per character at higher error rates.
Interestingly, the absolute keystroke differences
between optimal Huffman coding and linear coding narrow significantly as the error rate increases.
For example, the graph in Figure 6(a) shows the
New York Times behavior, where the absolute difference reaches just a half keystroke per character
at 25% error rate, and just a quarter keystroke per
character at 30% error rate. Similar trends occur in
the other graphs. Unlike the prior result, demonstrating that more peaked language models reduce
the difference between Huffman and linear coding,
this result was unexpected. The implications for
actual text input systems may be large, since the
interface flexibility provided by linear coding may
in fact lead to simpler interfaces, hence potentially
lower error rates (and fewer keystrokes per character) than Huffman coding interfaces. The dotted
lines in the plots are included to ease comparison
between linear coding and Huffman coding data
points with the same number of keystrokes per
character. Note that, for the NYT train/test condition, at 25 percent, the linear coding keystrokes per
character are the same as that achieved by Huffman coding at 28 percent, much less difference
than at lower error rates. Similar results hold on
the Enron Email dataset, although for the out-ofdomain trial – trained on NYT but tested on Enron – the differences are much larger. This underlines the point that weaker language models benefit far more from Huffman coding that richer models. With a stream of supervised adaptation data
available as the typing interface is used, models
can be personalized and this difference reduced.

5

Summary and Future directions

In summary, we have presented language modeling methods for binary response typing interfaces,
along with empirical results that illustrate the potential viability of linear scan user interfaces as an
alternative to spelling grids for the most impaired
users. As far as we know, this paper is the first to
present of a method for integrating the probability
of random keystroke error into the binary coding
method; and the first to show the shrinking dif-

ference between Huffman and linear coding with
higher error rates. If simpler linear scan interfaces
can lead to even small reductions in error rates, the
number of keystrokes required per character may
even be less with such an interface than with those
allowing for Huffman coding. We believe that this
result will hold with richer language models and
contextually sensitive error modeling.
Future work will include controlled human
studies using various binary coding strategies and
scanning methods. Also, we will look at richer
language modeling methods, including maximum
entropy models using a variety of features. Ultimately, we plan to test a BCI interface using an
RSVP approach with language modeling and linear codes. This paper represents a first (promising)
step towards simple typing interfaces for the most
impaired users.
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